BLACK

MULCH

COLORANT

ALL-NATURAL and
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

32 OZ

MADE IN USA

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION & RATES

ENDURANT Mulch Colorant is a liquid
pigment, available in four blendable colors,
which instantly and inexpensively enhances
a landscape's appearance, refreshing existing
faded installations with an unlimited range
of shades. An additional benefit of on-site
coloring is the elimination of the significant
upcharges associated with purchasing
colored mulches, which means this product
will immediately begin paying for itself.

One gallon of ENDURANT Mulch Colorant
covers approximately 4,000 square feet of
groundcover, though factors including
material density, equipment calibration, and
depth of color desired causes coverage to
vary. To achieve a more even and natural
look, multiple light passes produce more
favorable

The application process is simple, which
allows users to easily achieve a professional
look while avoiding the cost and effort of
spreading additional materials. Results are
long-lasting, and best of all this all-natural
product will not harm the environment. A
wide range of readily available sprayer and
nozzle types can be used to apply
ENDURANT Mulch Colorant.

PRECAUTIONS
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SHAKE WELL BEFORE USE.
Mix Ratio: 8 oz. concentrate per gallon of water.

Keep Out of Reach of Children. If contact with
skin occurs, wash with soap and warm water.
If contact with eyes occurs, flush with large
amounts of water for 15 minutes and seek
medical attention. Store in cool, dry location;
keep tightly capped at all times; avoid
freezing; rinse all equipment immediately;
recycle empty containers.
NOTICE TO BUYER: This product is intended
for use by professionals. Users must exercise
all due judgment and caution when applying
the product.

Limitation of Warranty and Liability:
Geoponics Corp., and/or any other seller,
warrants only that this product conforms to
the chemical description on the product
label. No other warranty, expressed or
implied, as to merchantability, fitness for a
particular use, or otherwise shall apply.
Purchaser’s exclusive remedy for loss or
damage related to the purchase and/or use
of this product shall be limited to the refund
of the purchase price only. By using this
product, you are deemed to have accepted
the terms of this notice.
WARNING: This product will stain many
substrates including but not limited to: Plants,
rocks, stepping stones, sidewalks, pavers and
driveways. Areas which may unintentionally be
colored should be pre-wet and then thoroughly
rinsed with water immediately following
treatments. Do not apply undiluted product.

